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1 General Informationen 

1.1 Marking concept for hazards and hints 

 Hazard 
Hazardous situation which will cause serious injury or even death if it is not prevented. 

 Caution 
Hazardous situation which could cause slight to moderate injury if it is not prevented. 

 Hint 
Indicates information which does not concern personal injury, e.g. hints in respect of material damage. 

 Protective measures 
Increase safety by applying a protective measure. 

.  

1.2 Responsibilities of the operator 

- Make sure that this document is always kept in a safe place in a legible form together with the product. 
- Read these instructions carefully before first start-up of the product. 
- This product has been developed and produced exclusively for the use indicated in these documents. 

Every other use, which is not mentioned explicitly, could affect the intactness of the product and/or 
could constitute a source of danger. 

- The manufacturer rejects any liability for damage which has been caused by incorrect or non-intended 
use of the product. 

- In countries, which do not belong to the European Community, the national legal reference regulations 
as well as the standards and regulations applicable in these countries have to be observed for warranty 
of a corresponding safety level. 

- The installation has to be carried out according to the applicable regulations. 
- The manufacturer assumes no liability for inexpert execution of installation as well as deformations 

which may occur during operation. 
- The electric power supply has to be switched off before executing any action on the installation. 
- Exclusively original parts of the manufacturer shall be used for maintenance. Maintenance work may 

be carried out by qualified staff only. 
- All procedures which are not explicitly mentioned by the manufacturer in the instructions are not per-

mitted. 
- The packing material must not be stored within the reach of children as it could be a potential source 

of danger. 
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M40A Cable Gland  

Set Screw Contact 

M40S Reduction ealing Bush 

R120 End Sleeve 

Dowl Pin 
Insulator 

2 Introduction 
To ensure proper installation, the following steps and notes must be complied with under all circum- stances. 
Only this way can it be ensured that the product will work to complete satisfaction. 

 Hint 
Read all instructions before starting installation. Our sales department will be happy to answer any questions 
you may have. 

2.1 Termination Methods 

There are three methods on how to terminate cables on the Powersafe contacts. 

- Crimp termination screw termination 
- Set Screw termination  
- Threaded Post termination  

The recommended assembly methods are detailed in the pages to follow. If in doubt please contact us. 

 

 Hazard: 
Do not alter this product in any way. Doing so may lead to serious injury or death. Use copper conductors only. 
Read Instructions completely before wiring. Ensure all safety checks are carried out before and after use. This 
product should be installed, Inspected and maintained by qualified electricians only, in accordance with local 
and national electrical codes. 

2.2 Set Screw Termination 

The Recommended assembly procedure has been devised to show you, step by step how to terminate cables 
to our set screw contact. 

Component Parts of Typical Line Connector (Source Version Shown) 
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Recommended assembly procedure:   
1. From the packaging: Remove the cable gland from the moulding and remove the contact. 
2. Check the cable overall diameter. The standard Black M40A gland will facilitate cable diameter of 19-

28mm. If your cable is of a diameter between 15 and 18mm diameter the Blue M40S reduction bush 
supplied should be fitted to the M40A cable gland. TO do this remove the black rubber sealing ring 
inside the rear of the gland and replace with the Blue M40S bush. 

3. Slide the completed cable gland along the cable 
jacket. 

4. With care strip back the cable the insulation ~33mm 
trying not to damage any of the conductors stranding. 

5. Fit the correct end sleeve or combination of end 
sleeves (see table below) over the conductor strands. 
Take care to ensure all the wire strands are inside the 
end sleeve. 

 

 

2.2.1 End Sleeve Selection Guide table 1.  

Cable Size (mm_) Reduction Sleeve 
Required 

Set Screw Torque mini-
mum (Nm) 

Cable jacket length 
strip length (mm) 

25mm R120...R25 10.5 33 
35mm² R120...R35 10.5 33 
50mm² R120...R50 10.5 33 
70mm² R120...R70 10.5 33 
95mm² R120...R95 10.5 33 

120mm² R120 10.5 33 
 
Using the table below above, select the appropriate reduction sleeves and slide in sequence on to the exposed 
conductor stranding. 

Please note; all sleeves down to the size recommended for the cable in use must be used. 

I.e. For a 35mm² cable, the R120, R95, R70, R50 and R35 sleeves should all be used in sequence. 

All the sleeves fit perfectly inside each other to create a gradual reduction span. The flared end of the sleeves 
should be against the cable insulation. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

End Sleeve 

End Cleece fitted Cable and End Sleeve fitted to contact 
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Secondary Locking Pin 

 
Insulator Assembly 

Drain Connector 
O Ring 

 

M12 Stud 

 

6. Slide the cable and reduction sleeves into the back of the contact ensuring they are fully inserted inside 
the contact. 

7. Using a 5mm Allen key tighten the set screws in the contact in accordance with the table 1 above. 
8. Now insert the contact into the rear of the insulator and align the hole in the contact so that it is in line 

with the holes in the insulator. 
9. Now align the dowel pin with the tapered end first with the hole in the insulator. The dowel pin is 

designed to be a tight interference fit with insulator hole and it is necessary to drive the pin using a 
hammer through the insulator and contact. When fully inserted the pin will be flush with the surface of 
the insulator body. 

 Hint: 
Dowel pins are designed to be used only once. 

In the event that the connector is un assembled a new dowel pin should be fitted on re assembly. These are 
available free of charge from the factory. Also never use a dowel pin that is not a tight interference fit within 
the Insulator as this could lead to failure of the watertight barrier or allow the contact to dislodge from the 
insulator. Periodic checks should be made to ensure security of dowel pins. 

 
10. Now screw the cable gland onto the insulator and tighten the body and dome nut to 11Nm. 

Your connector should now be complete and ready for an overall inspection. 
 

2.3 Recommended Assembly Procedure for Panel Mounted Connectors 

Panel connectors are supplied pre assembled and ready for direct mounting to equipments. 

1. When the panel Connector is mounted in an equipment: remove the nut and washer from the threaded 
post section. 

2. Fit your selected terminal or accessory over the threaded area. 
3. Refit the Washer and bolt on to the threaded area and tighten to a maximum of 12Nm. 
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2.4 Crimp Termination 

It is important to use the recommended Crimp tool and Die to ensure a satisfactory crimp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A hydraulic crimping tool and hexagonal Die set is used to perform a crimp termination. Selection of the correct 
crimp die is essential to achieve a reliable result. As cable conductor sections vary widely, the table below is 
intended as a guide to appropriate die selection. Cable tensile test should be performed to ensure the final 
crimp termination meets the tensile and mv drop test of a particular specification. 

Crimp Contact Dimensions and Die Selector 
 

Cable Size  
Inside 

Diameter  
Outside 

Diameter  
Tensile Strength 

IEC61238-1  Die Set  
mm

2 
 mm  mm  N  Code & (No of Crimps)  

 
25  7.0  9.4  1.500  ME 5 (2)  
35  8.9  11.8  2.100  ME 07 (2)  
50  10.0  13.0  3.000  ME 10 (2)  
70  11.3  14.7  4.200  ME 14 (2)  
95  13.5  17.6  5.700  ME 19 (2)  
120  15.2  19.7  7.200  ME 24 (2)  
150  16.8  21.6  9.000  ME 30 (2)  
185  19.2  24.5  11.100  ME 37 (3)  
240  21.1  25.4  14.400  ME 48 (3)  
300  24.0  30.0  18.000  ME 60 (3)  

 
Hand Held Crimpiong Tool: HT 131-C  
Cordless Hydraulic 14.4v Crimping Tool: B 131-C  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Crimp Die Crimping tool 
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The assembly of the Insulator and Glands is the same as previously described for the set screw terminations. 
How to perform a crimp termination is detailed below: 
 

1. Select the appropriate Die set from table 2 above. For example if you are using a 240mm² cable use 
Die set ME48.  

2. Strip the cable jacket to leave 43mm of conductor exposed. 
3. Slide the conductor into the rear of the contact. Take care to ensure all the wire strands are inside the 

contact.  
4. Place the contact and cable carefully into the die set and close the crimping tool. In the case of tool 

HT131 the tool hands are pumped until they go no further. As the tool reaches the required compres-
sion you will feel and hear a click. The tool can then be opened to release the finished crimp. 

5. In some case more than one crimp is recommended to ensure the maximum surface are of crimp are 
achieved. From table 2 we can see for example that a 240mm crimp should be made in 3 equidistant 
positions along the contact crimp area. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Crimp position example 2mm from edge 
43m

 

1st Crimp 2nd Crimp 3rd Crimp Cable conductor 
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3 Safety and Mainenance Checks  
Following these steps above will ensure the long term safety and continued performance of your connectors.  

a. Check external surface of Insulators periodically for signs of cracks or breaks. If any signs of damage 
breaking the insulator are present the complete insulator should be replaced.  

b. Check cable glands for tightness. In use cable glands can become loose and this could lead to water 
ingress, so periodic checking is essential.  

c. Check condition and position of Cable gland seal within the cable gland. If any degradation is sus-
pected a new seal or gland should be fitted  

d. With Drain connectors: check condition of the front O ring for signs of degradation. Also periodically a 
film of Silicone grease should be applied to the O ring surface. This will allow continued ease of mating 
and protect the O ring.  

e. With Drain connectors: check the secondary locking pin which is spring loaded moves freely. It should 
travel fully down to the insulator surface and fully extend.  

f. Check security and position of dowel pins. With a slight tap with a hammer the dowel pins should not 
move. 
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4 Service 

4.1 Service addresses 

GIFAS ELECTRIC GmbH GIFAS-ELECTRIC S.r.l GIFAS ELECTRIC GmbH GIFAS-ELECTRIC GmbH 

Borsigstrasse 9 Via dei Filaracci 45 Strass 2 Dietrichstrasse 2 

 Piano del Quercione  Postfach 275 

D-41469 Neuss I-55054 Massarosa (LU) A-5301 Eugendorf CH-9424 Rheineck 
    
 +49 2137 105-0   +39 58 497 82 11  +43 6225 7191-0  +41 71 886 44 44 

 +49 2137 105-230  +39 58 493 99 24  +43 6225 7191-561  +41 71 886 44 49 

 www.gifas.de  www.gifas.it  www.gifas.at  www.gifas.ch 

 verkauf@gifas.de  info@gifas.it  verkauf@gifas.at  info@gifas.ch 

4.2 Imprint 

GIFAS-ELECTRIC GmbH 
CH-9424 Rheineck  
www.gifas.ch 

Technical changes and errors reserved. 

These installation instructions are the property of GIFAS-ELECTRIC GmbH and may not be copied, tran- 
slated, transferred, duplicated or passed on to third parties without the previous written consent of GIFAS- 
ELECTRIC. 
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